. Employing the same polynomial matrix techniques utilized in research on multivariable linear systems, Forney laid on firm foundations the notions of equivalence, minimality, and duality of convolutional encoders and showed how one could apply the state-space realization methods for implementing a code in a transmission chain.
INTRODUCITON
HE algebraic theory of one-dimensional (1-D) convo-T lutional codes was originated by a noteworthy series of papers G. D. Fomey, Jr., published in the early 1970's [1]- [3] . Employing the same polynomial matrix techniques utilized in research on multivariable linear systems, Forney laid on firm foundations the notions of equivalence, minimality, and duality of convolutional encoders and showed how one could apply the state-space realization methods for implementing a code in a transmission chain.
Recently, the extension of the above techniques to polynomial matrices in two variables [41- [7] , guaranteed a fairly good understanding of their algebraic properties and made possible two significant advances in 2-D signal modeling and realization, which seem very promising for applications in multidimensional data coding.
The first such development is the behavioral approach, introduced by J. C. Willems and P. Rocha [S] - [ll] in the description of the admissible 2-D system trajectories. This approach, indeed, allows one to investigate the recursive structure of the codes without making any a priori assumption on the direction of the recursion and, consequently, on the specific kind of causality to which the encoding process refers. Moreover, once a convolutional code @? has been selected on the basis of some internal requirements (such as the reliability of the transmitted message, the distance between two distinct codewords, etc.), it is possible to provide a complete description of all Manuscript received January 11, 1993; revised October 22, 1993 . Laurent polynomial encoders that produce B, and to find among them the most efficient ones.
The second major development is the introduction of 2-D finite memory systems 1121- [14] , which constitute the natural state-model for realizing polynomial transfer matrices in two indeterminates and, therefore, for implementing a code using digital hardware.
Seeking to make a contribution to the evolutionary trend described above, this paper outlines an algebraic theory of 2-D convolutional codes, which encompasses both a behavioral approach to the internal structure of the codes and a state-space procedure for synthesizing 2-D encoders and decoders. For these reasons, Willems theory constitutes the natural framework of our treatment, and the results of P. Kocha [9] provide a natural format for the analysis of many distinguishing features of 2-D convolutional codes.
In the first portion of the paper, 2-D convolutional codes are introduced as modules of doubly indexed sequences. Several connections with the submodule of finite codewords are discussed, thus providing different characterizations of the convolutional property and a complete classification of all equivalent encoders.
The next part deals with 2-D basic codes and injective encoders. Unlike the 1-D case, a 2-D convolutional code needs not admit an injective encoder. So "good" codes constitute only a proper subclass of the convolutional ones, and characterizing such a class requires the introduction of the notions of extendability and left zero-prime encoders.
Most of the concepts introduced in the previous parts are revisited in the section devoted to the notion of duality. The different point of view adopted therein finds a very natural application in the synthesis of 2-D syndrome decoders.
In the last section we concentrate on some aspects of the realization problem, considering finite memory 2-D systems as candidates for its solution. The quarter plane causality that underlies the state updating of these models requires the introduction of some restrictions on the support of the information signals to be encoded, and one must cope with standard polynomials, instead of Laurent polynomials, in representing encoders and decoders. Finally, in order to reduce the computational effort involved in designing the transmission chain, we investigate the possibility of realizing 2-D decoders as inverse state models of the corresponding encoders. Due to the intrinsic complexity of the subject, some results still have a preliminary character and some topics remain rather unexplored. Nevertheless, it is hoped that the main features of the theory have been covered, and some directions for future developments are broadly visible from our exposition. In particular, looking to the future, a detailed analysis of the distance properties of 2-D behaviors would constitute an important goal in the subsequent development of the theory. As error-detecting and error-correcting features are likely related to the distance between the dewords, these properties provide important criteria when 2-D behaviors are used as errorcorrecting codes on a noisy channel. On the other hand, when considering the implementation of 2-D encoders and decoders, it would clearly be desirable to relate the properties of a 2-D polynomial matrix to the dimension of its minimal state-space realizations. This could eventually lead to an expression of the necessary conditions for obtaining an optimal encoder for a given code 8 as a constraint on the polynomial structure of the encoder itself. At the present time, however, little is known concerning the structure of 2-D minimal realizations and, as a c6nsequence, there is no way to single out, among the equivalent e n d e r s of a given 2-D code, those that exhibit the most economical realizations.
11.2-D CONVOLUTIONAL CODES AND THEIR
ENCODERS A 2-D code 8 of length n over a finite field F can be viewed as a set of sequences indexed on the discrete plane Z X Z and taking values in F". Thus, denoting the sequence space (FnIzxz as c, it follows that 8 is a subset of =.
In 1-D coding theory, the natural order of Z is usually associated with the time ordering and, therefore, with the sequential structure of the data flow. This motivates the habit of considering 1-D codewords with left compact support, and to represent them [151 as vectors with components in the field F((z)) of formal power series with left compact support.
When encoding two-dimensional data, there is no natural notion of causality inducing a particular ordering in Z X Z and, consequently, some a pri~ri restrictions on the supports of the sequences in ' 27. So, adopting this point of view, we will, in general, assume that the supports of the elements of the code could extend indefinitely in all directions of the discrete plane. Special attention, however, will be given to the class of codes whose elements have finite supports and to the possibility of characterizing complete codes as the duals of the above class.
In the sequel, it will be convenient to represent the signals of and, hence, the codewords of g, via formal power series, by associating any sequence { w ( i , j ) } with the series
To avoid cumbersome notations, we will adopt the symbol w for denoting both the sequence and the associated power series (2.1). The context will always make clear which object we are referring to. Sometimes, mostly when a power series v is obtained as the (Cauchy) product of a series and a polynomial, it will be useful to denote the coefficient of zi . 4 in v as (v, zfzi).
The main advantage in using formal power series is that many linear operators on can be represented by appropriate matrices, with elements in F , := F[zl, z2, z;', z;'], the ring of 2-D Laurent polynomials ( L -polynomials). This way, several fundamental operator properties find an immediate counterpart in terms of the structure of the corresponding matrices and, in particular, of their factors.
Definition: A matrix G(z,, z,) E ex" is 0 F*-unimodular, if k = n and det G is a unit in F+; 0 left factor prime (k'FP), if for every factorization
left zero prime (LZP), if the ideal generated by the maximal order minors of G is the ring 9 , itself.
Introducing a convolutional structure on ' i i ? requires that we endow the set of its sequences with some closure properties, which constitute the mathematical formalization of very natural constraints of regularity. The most common requirements on 8 are linearity and shift invariance. a) Linearity: If w1 and w2 belong to 8, then a w l + pw2 belongs to S for every a and p in F. b) Shiji Invariance: w E 8 implies that v = z~z~w E ' 27, Vh, k E Z, i.e. 8 is invariant with respect to the shifts in Z x Z along the coordinate axes.
As the set of formal power series c is naturally endowed with a module structure with respect to F+, codes that satisfy properties a) and b) can be characterized as F+-submodules of =. They will be called admissible codes.
Example I : Every submodule ' 27 of F * is an admissible code. Since F + is an ST,-Noetherian module [161, 8 is finitely generated, i.e., there exists a finite set of row vectors g,,g,,.--,g, in P * such that
where G denotes the polynomial matrix G = col{g1,g2,***,g,}.
Example 2: A sequence w has "past compact support" if, for every (1, m ) E Z X Z, the corresponding past cone {(i, j ) : i I I, j I m} intersects the support of w in a finite number of points.
The set ' 27 = {w E = : supp (w) past compact} is an admissible code. Proof-The proposition above has been proved by P. 3 is complete, as it can be proved that it is the kernel of a polynomial matrix [18] .
Given a finite window 9 and a set of samples, obtained by restricting to 9 a (possibly infinite) codeword w, it is interesting to investigate whether the data set, wl9, can be completed into an appropriate finite codeword v, whose support does not "exceed by too much" 9 . If so, the values a codeword w assumes on the window 9 , constrain only the samples w ( i , j ) in a finite neighborhood of it or, equivalently, do not provide any information on w at points that are far enough from 9. Therefore, if no additional information on w is available, we can always assume that the partial data at our disposal come from a finite codeword. The above property can be stated as follows.
d) Conzrollabdity: There exists a positive integer S such that, for every finite set 9 c Z X Z and every v1 E 8, there is a codeword v, E 8, such that (see Fig. 1 )
A fundamental objective of coding theory is the investigation of the intrinsic structure of codes, without taking into account the way codewords are generated, and the analysis of those features with which good' codes must be endowed. These should make them as efficient as possible with respect to design requirements, such as the distance among the codewords and the noise sensitivity.
Under the hypothesis that a 2-D code 8 is complete, there are several equivalent formulations of the controllability property, which concern the internal structure of the codewords set. Some of them refer to the submodule of the finite codewords, F,:= {w EZ:supp(w)finite} = 8nF+, others to the possibility of obtaining the code by a sort of "patching" of appropriate finite codewords.
(dl): There exists a positive integer p such that, given WO disjoints subsets of Z X Z, PI and P , whose distance d is greater than p, and two codewords w1 and w2 in 8, there is a codeword v E S such that wlW1 = V I P l and wZlP2 = vI9,.
This result can be rephrased as the possibility of "con- limit operation, namely, w belongs to $9 if and only if there is a sequence wl,wz,---, in Ff, converging to w in the sense of the pointwise topology. So $9 can be viewed as the closure of the module gf, that is, as the smallest (complete) code containing gf.
On the other hand, a code is naturally understood as the result of an encoding process applied to the information signals. Therefore, many concepts in coding theory are connected with the existence of an input-output transformation, whose image is the code itself. In this perspective, if the information signals are sequences in Z X Z, with values in F k for some integer k, and the code G? is linear and shift invariant, it is natural to associate the transformation with a k x n L-polynomial matrix G(z,, z , ) and represent the code as $ 9 = I m G : = { w = u G , u E e } . (2.5)
As we shall see, property (2.5) is equivalent to the "internal" properties a)-d). Consequently, the convolutional nature of %' , i.e., the possibility of generating all codewords of %? by convolving the input sequences with the matrix G of the impulse response, has an exact counterpart in terms of the internal structure of the code, which can be characterized without any reference to the encoding process. We call convolutional a complete code satisfying condition d), or equivalently a code described as in (2.5).
Proposition 2.2, below, formalizes the main statements concerning the controllability property. 
2) $9 = ker H T , H T E F k X P , H T right factor prime; 3d) 8 is complete and satisfies property ( d ) ; 3d,) %? is complete and satisfies property (di), i = 1,2,3.
Proofi The equivalences (1) o (2) o (3d,) have been proved by P. Rocha in [9] . An independent proof, based on the notion of duality, will be provided in Section IV. For the remaining equivalences we proceed by showing that (3d1) (3d) and ( 3 4 ) -(1) (3d,). (1) * (3d,): Consider the set 9 := {[a1 a-2,*--, ak]G, a, E F}, whose elements are the codewords corresponding to the "atomic" input signals [a1 a,,--*, a k ] E As F is a finite field, 9 is finite too. Every codeword in
Fk.
$9 can be written as Since all codewords wij(zl, z,) := [ul(i, j) uz(i7 j ) -* * U&, j)]G are elements of 9, (2.6) represents w as a locally finite sum of elements and shifted elements of 9.
(3d,) (1): Let 9 := {cl(zl, z 2 ) , c~( z 1 ,
,cp(zl, z,)}, with ci(zl, z,) E F*, i = 1,2,..-,p. By assumption, the codewords in 8 are the elements in % which can be expressed as
where St(-, L e t t i n g G ( z l , 2,) = c o l ( c l ( z l , z 2 ) , c2(z1, z z ) , -~~, c p ( z l , z,)}, we have that the ST,-module generated by the rows of G is included in 8. We aim to prove that uG is in $9 for every U EP*. Actually, given any sequence of finite nested sets 2Zl cY2 c -.. covering Z X Z, the sequence of input signals U, defined by takes values in {0,1).
converges to U. By the continuity of G [MI, o,G converges to uG. Since @? is complete, u,G E g, tlv * uG E $9. Consequently, Im G E 8.
On the other hand, by (2.7) every codeword can be expressed as the G-image of a series in with coefficients in {0,1}. Therefore 8 = Im G.
(1) * (3d,): Let w be in 8 = Im G and w = uG. Consider an L-polynomial sequence {U,,} converging to U. Because of the continuity of G, the sequence of L-polynomial codewords {w,} := {u,G} converges to w = uG.
(3d,) =, (1): The finite codewords of P constitute an Y+-module gf, which is finitely generated as a submodule of F*. Let g, E T , , v = 1,2,..-,k, constitute a set of generators for gf and G := col{g],g2,**',gk}. Clearly, I m G c g .
To prove the opposite inclusion, consider any codeword w in 8 and a sequence of finite codewords, w,, E Ff, v = 1,2,---, converging to w. Since all finite codewords in @ are linear combinations over Si of the rows of G , there is a sequence {U,,), U, E e, such that {u,G) = {w,}.
By the sequential compactness of [181, we can extract from {U,) a subsequence {U,} that converges to some U in &. So, by the continuity of the operator G, we have
It can be easily realized that, while a k X n polynomial matrix G(z,, 2,) uniquely identifies the convolutional code Im G = {w = u G : u E&), the converse does not hold, as the same code S can be described as the image of different L-polynomial matrices. Two matrices G,(z,, 2,) and G,(z,, z,), with elements in Fi and the same number of columns, are equiualent encoders if Im G I = Im G,. Since each convolutional code biuniquely corresponds to a class of equivalent encoders, the natural problems arise to investigate what conditions guarantee that two matrices belong to the same class and to find out in every equivalence class the most efficient encoders.
To answer these questions we need some preliminary results, concerning the relationships between the F+--module Im, G := {uG:u E$} and the F*-submodule gf of the finite codewords of 8 = Im G , that will be also denoted as (Im GIf. has no solution in 9,. However, as T is a full-rank square matrix, (2.9) admits a unique solution in F ( z , , z , ) given bY Adj T p z i F -
The entries of U can be viewed as series in z, and hence U is an infinite input sequence in e. We aim to show that w = uG is a finite codeword that does not belong to
On the other hand, assume that there is a finite input seque_nce v such that w = vG. Then we have w = 1 G = (vT)G, which implies ( p -V T )~ = 0. Since Im , G is a free module, we have vT = p, and (2.9) has an L-polynomial solution, a contradiction.
i) e iii): ker G := {U E & : uG = 0) can be viewed as an autoregressive description of a complete behavior. It has been proved [9], [17] that a necessary and sufficient condition for a behavior being finite dimensional is that G is / F P . 0 We are now in a position for introducing the basic results about the equivalence of two encoders.
Proposition 2.5 (Equivalent Encoders): Let G,(z, , z , ) and G 2 ( z , , z 2 ) be two matrices with elements in F , and dimensions k, X n and k, X n, respectively. G , and G , are equivalent encoders if and only if i) under the assumption that both G , ( z , , z , ) and G2(z1, 2,) are LFP, we have k , = k , and G , ( z , , 2,) = U ( z , , z2)G1(z,, z 2 ) , with U( z1 , 2, unimodular ii) under the assumption that G 1 ( z 1 , z 2 ) is LFP, there is a k, X k, full-column-rank L-polynomial matrix, P,(z,, z2), such that G , = P,G,; iii) in the general case, there exist two full column rank L-polynomial matrices Pl(zl, 2,) and P2(z1, z2), of suitable dimensions, such that Prooj? Given a full-column-rank matrix P E eXk, the map P : &' + : U * U P is onto. Consequently the convolutional codes Im G and Im PG coincide for any G E @*xn. Thus (2.10) in iii), and in particular G , = UG, and G , = P,G, in i) and ii), imply that G , and G , are equivalent encoders.
Conversely, assume first that G , and G, are PFP equivalent encoders. Then, by property (d,) and Lemma 2.4 we have
As each row of G , (of G , ) is an F,-linear combination of the rows of G , (of G,), there exist L-polynomial matrices P, and P, such that P,G, = G, and P2G2 = G , . We have then G , = P,P,G, and G , = P,P,G,. The PFP property yields showing that k, = k, and both P, and P, are unimodular.
Assume next that G , and G , are equivalent encoders, and only G , is LFP. By Corollary A.2, G, can be factorized as G , = T c , , where e, is PFP and T full-column rank. Thus, Im G , = Im e, and, consequently, G , and e, are / F P equivalent encoders. It follows that 5, = UG,, for a suitable unimodular matrix U, and, letting P, = TU, one gets G , = P,G,, as required.
Finally, case iii), suppose that G I and G , are equivalent encoders, and neither G , nor-G, are / F P . Clearly, we have G, = Cc,, i = 1,2, with T, full-column-rank and E, / F P matrices. Moreover, cl = UCz for some S*-unimodular matrix U. So 111. INJECTIVITY AND DECODING The purpose of an encoding scheme is to associate every input sequence with a specific codeword that preserves the information message, but is less sensitive to the action of noise. So, in order to make possible the retrieval of the original message at the decoding stage, it is quite obvious that every codeword has to be the image of a unique information sequence, which amounts to assuming that the map from the input space &' to the codewords space 5F is injective.
As proved in the previous section, a convolutional code can be expressed as the image or the kernel of appropriate Laurent polynomial matrices. The following proposition shows that the injectivity requirements reduces to a zero primeness condition on the above matrices. This entails some relevant consequences on both the internal properties of the code 8 and the classes of encoders and decoders of 8.
Proposition 3.1 (Znjectiue Encoders): Let 8 be a convolutional code of length n and rank k. The following are equivalent: i) '8 admits an injective encoder;
exists an n X k matrix, K ( z 1 , z 2 ) , with elements in S,, such that GK = Zk. So, UG = 0 implies 0 = (uG)K = u(GK) = U , which means that G defines an injective input-output map.
Conversely, we aim to prove that, if G is not [ZP, it is not an injective encoder. If rank G < k, the result is trivial, so we confine ourselves to the case rank G = k.
Consider first the case when G is not /FP. B y Corollary A.2, there exist two L-polynomial matrices, G ( z , , z,), k X n and PFP, and T ( z , , z,), k x k with det T f 0 and not a unit in .F+, such that G = TC. where S E pkx is upper triangular, and L E ex has determinant in Nz,, z;'].
As det S = det T det L, the assumption on det T implies that at least one diagonal element in S is a nonunit polynomial in NzlNz2, zil]. Let Sli(zl, 2,) be the first element with this property, and consider uI(z1,z2), a series in S, such that visii = 0 and ui det L # 0. vL(z,, 2,) is a nonzero element in ker T, and hence, in ker G. F(z,)[z,, 2i1] , it cannot be also a unit in F(z2)[z1, z;'], otherwise det T would be a unit in 9,. So we can resort to the Hermite form of T with respect to f i z z , 2 ; ' Hzl, z;'] to prove that ker G is nontrivial.
If det T is a unit in
When G is LFP (but not LZP), kerG is a finite dimensional vector space [141, and G is not an injective encoder.
ii) w iii): By Proposition 2.2 and Remark 11, the equivalence of ii) and iii) holds for factor prime matrices. Since for every U E&, (uG)HT = d G H T ) = 0, it follows that GHT = 0, and therefore, by Proposition A.4, G 0 Given a convolutional code g = Im G, of length n and rank k, it is natural to wonder whether it admits injective encoders. Clearly injective (i.e., LZP) encoders, if any, have to be looked for among the LFP ones. On the other hand, by Proposition 2.5, if E(z1, z2) is a k X-n LFP encoder of S, any other LFP encoder is given by G = UG, U unimodular. Since the premultiplication by F,-unimodular matrices preserves the LZP property, the existence of a PZP encoder implies that all LFP encoders are LZP. Unlike the 1-D case, left factor-primeness does not imply left zero-primeness, and examples can be given of 2-D convolutional codes devoid of injective encoders. is LZP, as the only input sequence producing the zero codeword is U = 0.
On the contrary, is PFP but not LZP, since all maximal order minors have a common zero in (1,l) . Therefore, G, is not an injective encoder. It can be easily realized that
the unique nonzero input sequence in ker G,.
According to the above discussion, we can single out among 2-D convolutional codes those that admit a LZP encoder. They will be called basic, in analogy with the 1-D case [l], and will be characterized by the possibility of extending somehow finite sequences into codewords.
A complete code g, and, a fortiori, a convolutional one, is a submodule of C whose elements satisfy a finite set of autoregressive equations, the parity checks of the code. Clearly, when verifying whether v satisfies the parity checks of the code on S; we take into account not only the samples on S; but also those which belong to an appropriate set 729; The remaining tests we have to perform, when deciding whether v is a codeword, are represented by systems of difference equations that involve only the samples of v on CT-Some of them, however, utilize again the samples on s\S; as suggested by the checkered polygon in Fig. 2 . So, it could happen that the data on F satisfy the_ parity checks on S; yet no selection of the data on ?makes possible the fulfillment of the parity checks on c9; Otherwise-stated, the specific assignment of the values of v on S compromises any possibility of extending the data on 9 into a legal codeword. In these situations, the natural question arises whether such an extension could be made possible by changing only the data which are "close" to the border of 9; More precisely, we wonder whether there is a positive integer 8, such that any sequence v, satisfying the parity checks of the code on 9, can be,modified into a codeword w, which coincides with v on the window 9; A positive answer is very important from the syndrome decoder point of view. Actually, when the parity checks of the code are verified in 9, we can assume the restriction v p as correct and, whenever the parity checks fail in some point ( r , s) 9, we have to modify only the values o f v o n c 9 ; Generally, neither the completeness assumption nor the more restrictive hypothesis that 59 is a convolutional code, imply that the code ' 2 7 exhibits the aforementioned features. As we shall see, these constitute the exact coun- terpart, from an internal point of view, of the condition for the existence of an injective encoder (stated in Proposition 3.11, and provide an equivalent definition of 2-D basic codes. The formal definition of these properties will be assumed as a further constraint on the structure of ' 8' . e) Ejrtendability: Let %? = ker H'. There exists a positive integer 6 such that, for every finite subset 9'c Z X Z and every v E e, which satisfies on 9" the parity checks of the code, there exists a codeword w E F such that
(3.5) Lemma 3.2: Let %? = ker H T ( z , , 2,) be a code satisfying the extendability property. Then property e) holds for all (not necessarily finite) subsets of Z X Z.
Proofi Assume that the sequence v E z satisfies the parity checks of the code on an infinite set 9'*, and let 9, c9, CY' c , . e -, be a sequence of finite nested sets in Z X Z such that = 9 . Since v satisfies the parity checks on L?' , i = 1,2,3;.., there exists a sequence of codewords w,, i = 1,2,3,..., such that w , l q = v l q . As C is sequentially compact, there is a subsequence {wv,} of {wJ converging to w E=. The proposition is proved by observing that as w, E g for every j, by the completeness of %?, since wlYv, = wvJIYvJ = v I q J for every v,, it follows that w l 9 = VIZ U Proposition 3.3: Extendability Implies Controllability Proofi Let w E 8, with 8 a code satisfying property e), and consider a finite set Y. Define v E C as follows:
where 6 is like in e).
Since v satisfies the parity checks in Y = Y U C ( Y 2 ' ) ,
by the previous lemma there is a codeword V E %? such that F l s = vcS; Clearly (w -VI is in 8, and (w -V)l9'= w l 9 . Moreover, (w -V)IC(9'**) = 0, implies that supp(w 0 Extendability and controllability are very close to each -V) cY2*, so B satisfies property d).
other. To further highlight the strict connection between the two notions, we will also show that, for a complete code, property e) is equivalent to the following property e,), (which represents the natural counterpart of (d,), and hence is called "strong controllability" in [9]). e,) Let S = ker H T. There exists a positive integer p such that for every pair of subsets 9 , and Y, of Z X 2, with d(Y,, 9 ' ' ) > 2p, and for every pair of sequences v,, v2 E C, which satisjj the parity checks of the code on -F;" and Yf respective&, a codeword w E ' i i ? exists, such that wI9, = v l 9 , and wl9, = vlY,.
(3.6)
The difference between properties d) and e) might at first appear somewhat elusive, because of the mathematically involved character of their definitions. It can be best understood, however, when one looks for a coding interpretation of both properties. As a consequence of the proof of Proposition 3.3, e) implies that, given any sequence v E F * that satisfies the parity checks of the code in Y', there is a codeword w that coincides with v in Y and whose support does not exceed Y2*. Note that no a priori information is needed, guaranteeing that the data on the window 9' are the restriction of a legal codeword.
This information is needed, on the contrary, in the case of simple controllability, when trying to extend the available data into a finite codeword. As in practice one expects that only a finite set of data be available and, anyhow, only a finite number of parity checks could be performed on them, in most cases the above information is beyond our reach.
The proof of the equivalence between e) and e,) is included in the following summarizing proposition, which provides a complete picture of the connections between basic codes, introduced from an "external" point of view in Proposition 3.1, and codes endowed with the extendability property. Finally, let w := v -x. As a consequence of x H T = a W T = a = vHT, we have wHT = (v -x)HT = 0, which implies w E 8. Moreover w l 9 = (v -x ) l 9 = VIZ Oe) * (2): k t 0 satisfy the extension property. Then 8 is a convolutional code, and can be described as 8 = kerHT, with H T rFP. To prove that HT is rZP, by Proposition A5 it is sufficient to show that the equation
admits an L-polynomial solution for all vectors a in Fk-k.
As HT has full-column rank over Hz,, z2), (3.7) admits a solution v E=. To complete the proof we will show that there is a codeword w, differing from v on a finite set 9: Actually, in this case we have
and, consequently, (v -w) is an L-polynomial solution of (3.7). By assumption, v satisfies the parity checks of 8 on the set X = { ( r , S) : ( ( r , s) + supp(HT)) n supp(a) = 0) whose complement is a finite set.
Clearly, (see Fig. 3 ), a set 9 exists such that C Y is finite and Y* c&4 As v satisfies the parity checks of the code in 9 ' , by 3e) there is a codeword w such that w l 9 = v l 9 . Therefore v and w differ only on a (finite) subset of C y . (3e,): The proof can be performed along the same lines followed in showing the equivalence (3d) 0 Once an encoder converts an information message into the corresponding codeword, the encoded message w is transmitted over a noisy channel. Generally, the received sequence r not only differs from the original message w, but also does not belong to the code 8. So we need to project r on the space of codewords, in order to find out the best approximation to r in 8, namely a codeword i whose distance from r is minimal. Often i differs from the transmitted codeword w by a nonzero reconstruction error e = i -w (3.8)
which is a codeword too. Having no possibility of finding e, all we can do is to reconstruct B, the input sequence corresponding to t, and assume it as an approximation of the correct information sequence. This step is performed by a decoder, namely a right inverse of the encoder matrix G(z,, z2), which produces the sequence 8, when receiving i = BG as its input. It can be easily realized from (3.8) that if there exist finite codewords generated by infinite information sequences, then a finite error e in the reconstruction of the codeword w could produce an infinite error when decoding 2 instead of w. Such catastrophic errors, however, are avoided when, to preserve the injectivity property, we confine ourselves to the class of basic encoders and, therefore, to codes that satisfy the extendability property. Indeed, if G is a left zero prime L-polynomial matrix, it admits at least one L-polynomial right inverse G-'(z,, z2) , and therefore every finite codeword e in i 9 is generated by one (and only one) finite input sequence U, = eG-'. An interesting consequence of the above reasoning is that, when achieving the injectivity of a convolutional encoder, one also guarantees the existence of a polynomial decoder, thus ruling out the possibility of catastrophic errors.
Remark W: As G defines an injective input-output map, a decoder represented by a rational right inverse G-'(z1, z 2 ) of G would associate to any finite codeword e in 8, the same input sequence U, as the polynomial decoder. In this case, however, expression eG-' would be meaningless when e is not polynomial, and we should restrict our attention to codewords whose supports do not extend to the whole discrete plane.
IV. DUAL CODES AND SYNDROME DECODERS The structure of 2-D codes, as discussed in Section 11, can be clarified further through the duality relation between finite and complete codes. When referring to a finite code G? of length n, we mean (see Example 1 of Section 11) a submodule of Sy defined as 8 = Im G = (w = uG :U E s",}, where G denotes an arbitrary matrix in @+xn. On the other hand, a complete (and, in particular, a convolutional) code B of length n is defined as 9 = ker HT = {w E : wHT = 01, with H T an arbitrary matrix in F+"'. The two are dual concepts that interact in the encoding and decoding processes. In most cases, it is quite reasonable to assume that 2-D information signals are finite support, and, therefore, finite codes are easily regarded as the result of an encoding operation. Even if complete and convolutianal codes can be introduced by simply extending this point of view to infinite information signals, it is very convenient to give them a different interpretation in algebraic terms.
A complete code is more naturally viewed as a family of F-valued linear functions on the space of finite sequences, via the canonical algebraic duality [171 between F + and the space of linear functionals L(9",). So our philosophy will be to characterize a finite code 8 as the set of codewords that are in the kernel of a suitable space of linear functionals, and conversely, a (complete) dual code 9 as the set of linear parity checks necessary to decide whether a finite sequence is a legal codeword.
The duality properties find an obvious application in the synthesis of syndrome decoders. Indeed, a complete characterization of the syndrome decoders of 8 can be achieved by resorting to a systematic analysis of the class of its dual codes.
Introduce in e X e the following nondegenerate bilinear form: we induce a bijective correspondence between finite codes of length n, represented as images of appropriate L-polynomial matrices, and complete codes of the same length, described as kernels of L-polynomial matrices. This correspondence associates a finite code Im + G, with its dual, namely the F+-module ker GT G Z of all the parity checks of the code. Conversely, the dual of a complete code ker GT is the module Im G zP+ of its parity checks.
As a straightforward consequence of (A), one gets (B) (Im , G)' ' = Im , G (ker GT)' = ker GT which means that every code can be exactly reconstructed from the space of its parity checks.
The duality between complete and finite codes can be better understood by analyzing the correspondence between convolutional codes and a particular subclass of finite codes. As we have seen, every complete code can be described as the kernel, in c, of an L-polynomial matrix, while only a convolutional code, i.e., the kernel of a rFP matrix, can be represented as the image of an L-polynomial matrix (see [9] and Proposition 2.2). Lemma 4.1, below, shows that for finite codes a dual situation holds. Actually they are always the images of L-polynomid matrices, but only the images of /FP matrices can be expressed as kernels. 2) the complete code ker GT is convolutional, i.e., it can be described as the image of an L-polynomial matrix. Remark V;. Properties (A) and (C) together with Lemma 4.1 allow us to obtain an alternative proof of the equivalence between 1) and 2) in Proposition 2.2.
.Actually, if 9 = Im GT is a convolutional code, as a consequence of (C) 9 is the dual of the finite code 8 := ker, G. Then, by Lemma 4.1, there exists a /FP matrix H ( z , , z z ) such that 8 = Im H and hence, by (A), 9 = (Im , H)' = ker H T . So 9 is the kernel of a rFP L-polynomial matrix. Conversely, if 9 = ker H T is a complete code and HT(z1,z2) is rFP, by (A) 9 is the dual of the finite code 8 := Im , H , with H LFP. By   Lemma 4.1, thete exists a matrix G(z,,z,) such that 8 = ker * G, and therefore, by (C), 9 = Im GT is a convolutional code.
It is quite clear that every code described as the kernel of an L-polynomial matrix H T ( z l , z 2 ) admits H T as a syndrome decoder, since a sequence v belongs to the code if and only if vHT = 0. Hence, every complete code admits a syndrome decoder, while, among finite codes, only those that are the image of an /FP matrix have this property. When a (finite or infinite) code, assigned through the encoder G, can be represented as the kernel of an L-polynomial matrix, the following proposition provides an algorithm to find a syndrome decoder. which is spanned by the rows of c. As G is LFP, by Lemma A 1 w is a linear combination over S, of the rows of e, and therefore w E 8.
(ii) After factorizing G into G = L e , with G /FP, the convolutional code 8 can be equivalently represented as @ = Im 5 and condition GHT = 0 is equivalent to GHT = 0. So we need only to prove Im e = ker H T .
(4.2)
Since H T is rFP, kerHT is convolutional. As convolutional codes can be uniquely reconstructed from the submodule of the finite codewords [see (d3)], it will be sufficient to show that (4.2) holds when restricted to F , ,
Note that the number of the parity checks we have to apply to a sequence v does not exceed the number of the columns of H T ( z l , 2,). Implementing a parity check, however, generally involves an infinite number of steps, unless 8 is a finite code, described as ker, HT. In this case only a finite number of steps is required to decide whether v belongs to 8, if an upper bound on the diameter of its support is a priori known.
We conclude this section by focusing our attention on the problem of obtaining syndrome decoders for a finite code 8 that cannot be represented as the kernel of an L-polynomial matrix. As a general result, we already know that, if 8 = Im , G is a finite code, the dual code 9 = ker GT allows us to identify 8 as 9 . The differences from case i) in Proposition 4.3 come from the fact that a representation of 9 as the image of an L-polynomial matrix is no longer available. As the module of the parity checks cannot be generated by the columns of an L-polynomial matrix, the best we can do is to extract from what has been shown in part (i).
the submodule
and to represent it as the module generated by the rows of an n X p /FP matrix H ( z l , z,), i.e., gf = Im, P.
Clearly, any codeword w E 8 satisfies w H T = 0. Letting G = L c , with e LFP, we have that the %-module of the finite sequences in ker RT is given by 8 = Im e 2 8 * where the inclusion is proper because of the a_ssumpQon on 8. This means that the syndrome decoder H T accepts as legal codewords even sequences in @ \ 8 that are not elements of the code.
V. STATE-SPACE REALIZATION OF ENCODERS
AND DECODERS Assigning an encoder via an L-polynomial matrix G ( z , , z , ) corresponds to describing the algorithm that transforms an input information sequence into an output codeword, and hence to specifying only what happens at the terminals of an encoding device. The realization problem consists of obtaining a mathematical model of some "machine" that implements the input-output map. In other words, a state-space realization shows how the encoding algorithm proceeds, by explicitly displaying the corresponding evolution of the memory function.
In general there is not a unique way to fmd an algorithm that produces the input-output map of a convolutional encoder. So we have to introduce some a p k r i assumptions, as in the 1-D case, on the class of the mathematical models to use for this purpose. Moreover, as there is no natural notion of causality in the discrete plane, we need also to specify the partial ordering which underlies the recursive data processing. The class of 2-D models more extensively investigated in the literature is that of 2-D systems, for which the state equation updates according to a quarter plane causality notion. Under assumptions (i) and (ii), the system output w corresponding to the input sequence U is given by w = uG where Since a convolutional (in particular, basic) code %? can always be thought of as the image of a k X n matrix G with elements in HZ,, z,], the submodule of the codewords of B with past finite support can be generated by an appropriate-state model Z as given in (5.Q whose transfer matrix G, coincides with G. Indeed, when condition (ii) is met, such codewords of %? are obtained by applying to Z all input sequences with past finite supports, and the correspondence between inputs and outputs of Z is exactly the map between information sequences and codewords, generated by the encoder G.
Clearly, Z can be synthesized by resorting to suitable connections of adders, multipliers, and shift registers in both directions of the discrete plane, and therefore will be called a "realization" (or a state model) of the encoder G.
Given an encoder G, there are infinitely many models (5.1) that realize G, i.e., infinitely many sextuples of matrices Z = ( A , , A,, B, number of steps after zeroing the input signal. Since every matrix G(z,, z , ) E F [ Z~, Z , ] ~~" admits a finite memory realization [191, it follows that every polynomial encoder, and a fortwri every basic polynomial encoder, can be synthesized by resorting to a 2-D system with finite memory.
c) When implementing a complete transmission system, we have to realize both the encoder and the corresponding decoder via finite memory 2-D state models (5.0, and hence to use an encoder-decoder pair with elements in Hz,, z,] . So, the code B has to be the image of a matrix G that is /ZP not only over S, (which amounts to assuming that 5 Z is basic) but also over Hz,, z,] . Namely, the ideal generated in /ZP also in S, and therefore basic.
Example 4: Let F = GF(2). The following encoder
has maximal order minors z1 + 1, 2, and 0. Since z2 is a unit in S*, G is /ZP in S, and the code 8 generated by G is basic. Neither G, nor (by the above proposition) any other equivalent encoder of 8, is /ZP in n z l , z,].
Using a basic code 8 with the aforementioned properties in a transmission system, requires that we first design an encoder G that is /ZP in Hz,, z,], and then compute a decoder G-' with elements in Hzl,z21. Correspondingly, two finite memory realizations for both G and G-' have to be constructed, by resorting to 2-D realization algorithms available in the literature [21] .
Most of the computational effort of the above procedure is devoted to obtaining the transfer matrix of the decoder, and to realizing it as a state model. On the other hand, when relaxing the requirement that G-' has to be a polynomial matrix, a considerable simplification is achieved by resorting to the inverse system technique.
Actually, if Z = ( A , , A,, B,, B,, C, D) (iii) G can be row bordered into an n x n matrix unimodular in ETzl,z21, by any constant full-row rank ( n -k) X n matrix K such that KD-' = 0. Before concluding this section, we aim to mention the problem of finding, and realizing through a finite memory system, a syndrome decoder of a given encoder G, /ZP in Hz,, z,]. In the general case, this requires the construction of a /ZP polynomial matrix H T ( z 1 , z 2 ) , of suitable dimensions, such that GHT = 0, and the implementation of a finite memory realization of it.
When the encoder G fulfills the equivalent requirements of Proposition 5.2, the problem becomes considerably simpler. Actually, let G-'(z,, 2,) denote the decoder (ii) Obvious. The converse is a direct consequence of the Binet-Cauchy formula. 0 Proposition A.4: Let G(z,, 1,) E ex" and H T ( z l , z , ) E Fix(n-k) be /FP and rFP matrices, respectively, satisfying
The corresponding maximal order minors of G and H T are equal, modulo a unit of the ring 9 , .
Proofi Since G is LFP, there exist [5] two matrices, X , and X,, with elements in S,, and two polynomials, gl(zl) E Rz,, z;'] and g,(z,) E F[zz, z;'], such that G l X , = gl(zl)zk and GzXz = gz(zz)zk.
Consider for instance m,(G), the maximal order minor of G corresponding to the selection of the first k columns of G .
Complete G into a square matrix by resorting to a (n -k ) X n matrix, whose columns are all zero except for the last n -k, which constitute the identity matrix. Thus where M , ( H T ) is the (n -k ) X (n -k ) submatrix of H T obtained by selecting the last n -k rows. Assuming Rl(zl, 
IG1
other pair of corresponding minors in G and in HT.
: w -w H T is onto if and only H T is rZP.
